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Introduction
Foreword
2021 was a turbulent year for us all. With the world
around us constantly shifting, we were forced to
adapt again and again. Once more, we are grateful
to you for making it possible to give shape to our
shared mission: to make investments that respect
biodiversity, the climate and human rights. In the
long term, this will help us to create a sustainable
and circular economy.
In contrast to last year, when we achieved an
astonishing performance, this year our sustainable
equities portfolio returned a more modest, though
still positive, income. As in previous years, the bond
portfolio provided the stabilising factor. You can
read more about this in the notes to our investment
policy. We look forward to another successful year
in 2022, and wish you and your family all the best.
The Fair Capital Partners team

What did the directors of Fair Capital Partners think of 2021? Ernestine
Schimmelpenninck, Jan Willem Nieuwenhuys and Alexander Crommelin
look back and share their views.
sums for them. This creates difficulties
for more conservative investors who
prefer not to put their money into
overvalued, high-risk companies.”

“We invest in companies that
add real value to society”
For Jan Willem Nieuwenhuys , 2021
was a year of contradictions. While
numerous people benefited from
the surplus of cheap money and the
vast returns that equities yielded,
money seems to have lost much of
its true value. That is why Fair Capital
Partners only invests and participates
in companies that add real value to
society.
“The vast majority of investors in the
market prefer equities that offer high
returns. With interest rates as low as
they are now, bonds are relatively
expensive, and prices for commodities
are fluctuating. In this situation
equities are an attractive investment,
and people are prepared to pay vast
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drawing value out of it, I am filled with
optimism. We are facing tremendous
challenges and I do not believe that
we are doing enough just yet. Looking
at the long term, though, a great deal
has changed. Sustainable investment
did not even exist thirty years ago,
but now every financial institution
offers sustainable funds. Five years
ago, telling someone that you were a
vegan would get you a strange look.
Now every supermarket has shelves
full of plant-based products. When I
was eight, the water in my local river,
the Vecht, was so polluted that I was
forbidden from swimming in it and
now the Vechtplassen lakes are a
protected natural area. People need
to be given time to change.”

“That is why we invest in companies
that add real value to society, which is
the true value that money represents.
Some very exciting developments are
taking place. Kingspan, for example, is
the worldwide leader in insulation and
building envelopes for constructing
low-carbon buildings. Their solutions
have a positive impact on three global
issues: climate change, circularity and
nature conservation.”
Adding value to the world
“Our Fair Capital Impact Fund invests
in young and sustainable companies
making a positive impact on a smaller
scale too. Seepje, for example,
produces and sells natural laundry
detergents and cleaning products.
Not only are these products better for
the environment, Seepje also pays a
fair price to every person in the supply
chain. With so many other companies
adding value to the world instead of

“The portfolio as such has
had two excellent years”
Alexander Crommelin loves
investment – and in particular
‘reading’ what is happening around
the world and explaining what that
means for clients. However, this
past year made that difficult, and in
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his experience 2021 was a year of
paradoxes. The numerous problems
around the world do not seem to be
affecting the financial markets.
“Looking purely at the portfolio as
such, we have had two excellent
years. Our results would have any
traditional asset manager weeping
for joy. However, with our focus on
sustainability we look beyond the
numbers. Developments in society
are just as important, and society is
troubled: not only as a result of the
pandemic, but also under pressure
from climate change and other
global crises.”
A new social awareness
“Sometimes this makes us question
the functioning of the financial
system. At the same time, though, we
are aware that we are part of it. The
dilemma is that the financial system
needs to change, but it must not
break down. Ultimately, we need the
world to become a place where the
environment, people and animals no
longer pay the price for our growth.
One way to achieve this would be to
limit how much control shareholders
have if their focus is on the short term
only. Although that would be difficult
to put into practice, I still think that
we can solve it. So what does that
solution require? We do not need
more rules, but rather a new kind of
social awareness: that we should pay

a fair price for the things that we buy
and the services we use.
“Our clients understand this.
They help us to make a positive
contribution to society, and nothing
is more wonderful than that. Money
might mean different things to
different people, but at its core
money brings freedom. Money lets
you set change in motion. Doing our
bit for our clients is what makes our
jobs so great.”

“For us, principles always
come first, and our clients
expect us to stay true to our
principles.”
It is precisely one year ago that
Ernestine Schimmelpenninck joined
Fair Capital Partners in the role of
Director of Asset Management.
Despite being forced by the
physical distancing rules to work
online, it immediately felt like she
was coming home: thanks to the
good relationships with her new

colleagues, but more importantly
because of the interactions with
clients, which were very different
from her previous experiences.

is shifting to sustainable investment
as a result. Another clear sign is
the introduction of the Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation
(SFDR) in the EU, which requires
investment fund managers to
disclose details about sustainability in
the prospectuses for their funds and
subfunds. Many of the details of how
the rules will be implemented are still
unclear and uncertain, but I believe
that this is a positive development
which ultimately will give investors
more transparency. Fair Capital
Partners is dedicated to helping
society to overcome these major
challenges for the sake of our clients.
Fortunately we have a fantastic team:
not a day goes by without us having
a really good laugh. It is wonderful
to have colleagues with a sense of
humour, and it makes the job even
better.”

“When I talk to clients it feels more
intense, even without being able to
meet in person. We have a shared
mission to make a positive impact
in both financial and social terms,
and our clients expect us to stay
true to our principles. That fills me
with so much energy. Together we
are making the world a better place,
and the need to change is becoming
more and more urgent.
“Just how important our mission is
is highlighted by the IPCC report
that was published last August. It
contains new calculations that show
how human actions are causing
temperatures to rise, and that we
need to take drastic measures on
a large scale to limit that global
warming - not in ten years’ time, but
now. It really upsets me that so many
people are failing to take action. I
sometimes wonder how many signs
it will take before society as a whole
starts making different decisions.”
An evolving financial sector
“The good news is that the financial
industry at least is changing. More
and more people are realising
that the ‘old’ economy poses an
increasing level of risk, and the focus
4
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This is how our equities portfolio
scored for several themes:

•

Omicron has made the investment markets volatile.

•

In the US, the Federal Reserve does not believe that 		
inflation is temporary and has announced interest rate 		
hikes.

•

The European Central Bank still considers inflation to 		
be temporary, but will start phasing out its asset 		
purchase programme.

•

Difficulties in supply remain, causing shortages and 		
forcing up prices for parts.

•

Energy prices have surged.

•

The portfolio is still overweight in equities, and 			
underweight in bonds.

Performance

Q4

FY 2021

FCP equities model

3,46%

17,04%

Equities benchmark

8,82%

26,42%

FCP bonds model

-0,31%

-0,79%

Bonds benchmark

-0,51%

-2,09%

“Women on
the board”

33,3%
“Women on
the workforce”

“MSCI
Leaders”

80%

2019

2020

2021

FCP equities model

31,76%

19,97%

17,04%

Equities benchmark

24,7%

-1,95%

26,42%

94%

“Significante
Positieve SDG
Impact”

“Positieve SDG
Impact”

19%

		
Performance

37%

*sources: Bloomberg, MSCI 		
Leaders and ISS Oekom
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Overview of macroeconomic
developments

on the day of the announcement (15 December). During
the days that followed, as if according to plan, central
banks around the world then published their own longawaited decisions. So what happened on that exemplary
day of trading last December?

By the end of Q4, the Omicron variant of Covid-19 had
gained a foothold in the United States, and the high
infection rate soon made it the dominant variant. The
Netherlands introduced new and stricter lockdowns,
as did Germany and several other countries in Europe.
This caused confidence among purchasing managers to
drop, both in industry and in the services sector (food &
beverage and tourism). The Purchasing Managers Index,
which is a key indicator of the economy and is measured
at frequent intervals, provides an idea of the results that
will follow. Germany’s economic growth during the final
quarter of the year is expected to be -0.5%, and Q1 of
2022 is also likely to show a negative growth. As a result,
the word ‘recession’ is rearing its head once more and
consumer confidence in the eurozone will decline even
faster.

The European Central Bank (ECB) announced its
intention to phase out its Pandemic Emergency Purchase
Programme (PEPP), and end it in March. At the same time,
it will raise the regular asset purchase programme to 40
billion euros per month before phasing that programme
out too. However, the ECB considered any interest rate
hikes in 2022 ‘unlikely’. On balance, the ECB’s decision
is ‘dovish’, meaning nothing too drastic. The hardliners,
called ‘hawks’, are in the minority at the ECB, particularly
since Germany’s new government came to power. The
decision seems to be a political one, with the ECB trying to
accommodate the member states’ different interests: for
example, low interest benefits the southern member states,
with their massive debt. According to the ECB, inflation will
reach 3.2% in 2022, and in 2023 will fall to 1.8%, which is
below the target of 2%.

Developments in Europe show a stark contrast with the
growth figures in the US, where retail sales have already
surpassed pre-pandemic levels, as well as the long-term
trend. These differences in growth rates go a long way
towards explaining the different monetary policies. The
timing of Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair Jerome Powell’s
announcement of an interest rate hike in the US had long
been the subject of speculation. Eventually he shared the
news in mid-December, following the two-day meeting of
the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). The asset
purchase programmes (for bonds) will end in March, which
is slightly sooner than expected. For now, interest rates will
not change: 0% for the Fed Funds Rate and 0.25% for the
discount rate. Starting in the summer of 2022, the Fed will
gradually raise interest rates in increments of 0.25%.

The Bank of England, following hints earlier in 2021,
announced that it would be raising interest rates by 0.15%
to 0.25%. This decision seems to be based on persistent
inflation. The Norwegian Central Bank decided to raise
interest rates by 0.25% to 0.50%, although this had been
announced well in advance (which is relevant given that
we invest some of your money in a Norwegian loan).
Switzerland and Japan left their interest rates unchanged.
On 17 December, Japan decided to start phasing out its
pandemic relief package, and its central bank will reduce
its bond purchasing to the same level as before the
pandemic.

The markets, it soon appeared, were already quite well
informed of this decision, and did not show much reaction
8

The news that interest rates there would not change met
with a negative reception from investors.
Following all the decisions on interest rates worldwide,
on 17 December the Nasdaq took a severe hit and fell
2.7%. The explanation for this is that the Nasdaq lists a
large proportion of growth equities of companies with
relatively high debt. However, it has since stabilised.
Lastly, the unusually high inflation rate in Q4 is also
causing much concern. This is addressed in more detail
elsewhere in this report.
Economy

Europe
2022

ECB
OECD
IMF

World
2022

Europe
2023

World
2023

4,2%

-

2,9%

-

-

4,5%

-

3,2%

4,3%

4,9%

-

-

Projected economic growth

Investment policy

In 2020, we recorded an excellent result in equities.
Although we again performed well this year, we made
some deliberate decisions, including not to invest in fossil
fuels or financial securities, which meant that the results
were not quite as positive.
For a number of reasons, throughout the year we retained
an overweight position in equities at the upper limit of the
bandwidth, at the expense of our position in bonds: the
extremely low interest rates meant that bonds yielded little
return, and in some cases even a loss. However, given that
our policy calls for diversification to spread investment
risks, we nevertheless included bonds in the portfolio.
It was not until the latter half of 2021 that interest rates
9

started to climb a little: not the German 10-year bond rate,
which is the preferred focus in the Netherlands, but the
30-year and 2-year rates in the US. Particularly noteworthy
was the rise in the 2-year rate to 0.75%, where its European
counterparts are still in the negative.
During the final quarter of 2021, some well-known key
companies in our portfolio saw their share prices plummet
through a series of unusual circumstances. The problems
with Philips’ sleep apnoea equipment were extensively
reported. The company has conducted a detailed study
into the harmful effects and has managed to ease the
concerns in the market. Although this certainly has not
eliminated the problem entirely, the share price has
recovered somewhat. We are still positive about the longterm prospects for this share, and we expect to see an
improvement in the year ahead.
Another share that has been included in our portfolio for
a long time but that dropped unexpectedly during Q4
was BillerudKorsnäs, a Swedish manufacturer of packing
materials. As described in previous reports, BillerudKorsnäs
is regarded internationally as a very sustainable company.
In the final month of 2021, it announced plans to take
over Verso in the US, which operates in the same sector,
for a price 36% above the current market price. In a major
outlay for BillerudKorsnäs, the company paid cash for this
acquisition. In response, shares in the target company
surged, while the price of BillerudKorsnäs dropped
accordingly. We believe that the combination is stronger
than the two companies separately, and for the longer term
our opinion on the share remains positive. We expect the
price to recover in 2022.
The price of temporary employment agency Manpower
– the counterpart of Randstad in the US – also fell in Q4,
despite the considerable movement in the local labour

market. Analysts believe that Americans are widely putting
off their plans to find new work because of the benefits
paid out under President Biden’s first relief package. Again,
for the longer term, we remain positive.
Above all, however, it was a quarter (and a year) in which
companies operating in the field of alternative energy
performed relatively poorly in the market. For example,
manufacturers of wind turbine parts such as Vestas Wind
and TPI Composites struggled with the rising prices of
raw materials, and steel in particular. TPI, which makes
blades for wind turbines, was in fact forced to undergo
a restructuring operation last quarter. Companies with
closer ties to fossil energy, which we exclude from our
investments, performed much more strongly.
It was in fact the sectors that we exclude on principle,
such as the energy sector, automotive companies, raw
materials producers and banks, that performed very
well. Since those sectors are generally also more heavily
represented on the market indexes, our portfolio fell
short of those benchmarks. This is highlighted by some
examples. The lists of prices that we record include local
names such as steel producer ArcellorMittal (+50%), DSM
(+40%) and Royal Dutch Shell (+32%). Our list of banks
is headed up by Unicredit in Italy (+77%), Wells Fargo in
the US (+60%), ING, ABN AMRO (both +60%), Bank of
America (+46%) and BNP Paribas (+40%). Those financial
service providers, which we exclude, already benefited
from higher interest rates and from the anticipation of
their continued climb. Another factor is that they offer the
prospect of the first dividend distributions for a long time.
An example from the automotive sector is Ford: its share
price surged a staggering 132% over 2021. The prices of
car manufacturers such as General Motors (+40%), Daimler
and Toyota also recorded substantial increases. They left
the rest of the sector far behind, including the publicly
traded manufacturers of electric cars.
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Resultaat

Like you, we put the premises of ASN’s sustainability
principles first and foremost, and the portfolio’s
sustainability results are also very important. With the
assistance of ISS Oekom, a highly regarded research
institute, we calculated that more than 94% of the
companies in our portfolio have a “positive SDG impact”.
In other words: almost every company in the portfolio
is making a positive contribution, in some cases even
a significant contribution, towards the Sustainable
Development Goals. According to an analysis by
Bloomberg, approximately 80% of the companies in our
portfolio that are reviewed by analysis and index provider
MSCI are “MSCI leaders”, meaning that they rate highly in
terms of sustainability. Bloomberg also shows that those
companies’ boards of directors include 33.3% women.
L’Oréal stands out, with 60%.
Performance

Q4

FY 2021

FCP equities model

3,46%

17,04%

Equities benchmark

8,82%

26,42%

FCP bonds model

-0,31%

-0,79%

Bonds benchmark

-0,51%

-2,09%

To offer an idea of the long-term returns in the equities
portfolio, including the entire pandemic period, the
performances for the past three years are shown below.
Across the three years, the returns show a performance
of +85%, compared with a benchmark of +54%.
Performance

2019

2020

2021

FCP equities model

31,76%

19,97%

17,04%

Equities benchmark

24,7%

-1,95%

26,42%

Equities transactions
We did not add any new names to the portfolio last
quarter. However, we did achieve a profit by gradually
phasing out our shareholdings in two companies. Both
shares had gained around 70% during the course of
2021. The companies in question were Novo Nordisk of
Denmark and Kingspan of the UK. As a result, we started
the new year with some spare cash, which we will invest
in companies that will be added to the portfolio in Q1
2022.

Bond transactions
The bond portfolio did not undergo any major shifts.
Given the rapid rise in interest rates, particularly in the
US, we maintained the relatively short average maturity
of the portfolio. Interest rates surged so strongly that
by the time the new year came around Dutch 10-year
bonds were yielding positive returns for investors, the
first in a very long time. German 10-years are still slightly
negative: the German government is still issuing shortterm and long-term bonds that do not pay any coupon
interest. Governments continue to borrow, in order to
make the most of the low interest rates.

To offer an idea of the long-term returns on the equities
portfolio, including the entire pandemic period, the
performances for the past three years are shown below.
Across the three years, the returns show a performance of
+85%, compared with a benchmark of +54%.
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Our predictions and policies for
interest rates and inflation!

This has two key causes:
1. Deglobalisation. The pandemic has revealed
the production chain to be more vulnerable than
thought. As a result, companies have become more
cautious about outsourcing their production to lowincome countries.

Boosted by the rapidly rising prices for energy (oil and
gas) and commodities, inflation surged in the US and
in Europe. The parts shortages and transport difficulties
that arose once the worst phase of the pandemic was
past forced prices up further. In the same way that the
pandemic has created an unfortunate polarisation in
society, rising inflation has caused divisions between
policymakers. As noted, the US and Europe have each
taken a different approach, while Europe itself is not
unanimous. Some countries (non-euro countries) have in
fact raised their interest rates, for example Russia, Norway
and Czechia. The ECB will not follow suit, though it will
start phasing out its emergency purchase programme.

2. Costs of sustainability being passed on in
consumer prices. The energy transition is the clearest
example of this.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) in Paris believes
that the pace of the transition needs to be picked up to
counteract undesirable fluctuations in the prices of raw
materials.

Outlook

On the subject of differences: in Japan, curiously, given its
dependence on importing more expensive raw materials,
inflation is still virtually zero. Apparently local companies in
Japan do not feel the need to pass on the higher prices of
imports to their customers. Any price increase in Japan is
‘big news’, and it is a step that the Japanese are unwilling
to take, in part by reason that consumer spending is still
relatively weak, particularly compared with the surge in
retail sales in the US.

Despite beginning with an attack on democracy, and
despite the all-time highs for energy prices, soaring
inflation, emerging supply problems, chip shortages,
rising interest rates, a stalling growth engine in China
and the new Omicron variant, 2021will nevertheless go
on the books as a good year for stock markets. After all
this, what could 2022 bring? The uncertainties remain
undiminished, although the fear of inflation – a fear that
occupied people’s minds in 2021, and undoubtedly also
made investors cautious – will become less. This year’s
core inflation is expected to drop to the policy rate of
around 2%. Policy interest rates will rise in the US during
2022. With the ECB not following suit immediately,
however, this could mean a stronger dollar relative to the
euro.

Inflation in 2021 has been discussed at great length. In
Europe, in particular, the dominant view is that the increase
is a temporary effect and that inflation will return to
‘normal’ in 2022. For the long term, however, we expect to
see inflation surge slightly (greenflation).
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Growth rates were at an all-time high in 2021, owing
primarily to the major backlog in demand, and many
publicly traded companies also saw their profits recover
at a phenomenal rate. The same strong growth will not
reoccur in 2022. However, major investments to drive the
economy could stimulate substantial growth: the energy
transition alone will require a huge amount of investment.
For the start of the year we are positive about the equities
market, particularly for companies that will benefit as
society continues along the road towards sustainability.
While the bond market is improving, it does not yet offer
the alternative that it should.

Partnership with ASN Bank
We recently received another update from the ASN
Investor Universe. While a number of companies have
been removed, that does not affect our portfolio. As
always, we take a careful look at the new companies that
have been admitted. In other news, in November 2021
ASN Bank launched an ASN Biodiversity Fund, devoted
to biodiversity protection and recovery, with investments
that include healthy forests and sustainable fishery, using
an exciting combination of equities and private loans to
companies.
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In the spotlight

Dissolvable sutures made from lactic acid first appeared
on the market in the 1960s, and led to huge savings in the
costs of healthcare: patients no longer required a second
round of surgery to remove the stitches, and were less
likely to suffer infections or complications. Numerous other
healthcare applications followed these sutures, for example
for screws that hold broken bones together
until the break has healed and then gradually
dissolve into the body.

We had been looking forward to the Glasgow climate
conference, which finally took place in October after
having initially been pushed back. Unfortunately, the
final wording suffered several last-minute deletions,
and perhaps as a result the conference did not achieve
the same level of success as the Paris Conference had.
Overall, however, scientists agree that the outcome was a
positive one. President Joe Biden attended, though sadly
various other world leaders were absent.

Corbion is now going to analyse the lifecycles
of all materials that it produces, to calculate
its impact on the environment. The company
can then determine how to reduce the harmful
environmental impact of its products. “That is why I feel it’s
important to stress that sustainability is also about health,”
Bérard continued. “A long and healthy life is sustainable and
cheaper. This makes healthcare more affordable in the long
term and means that more people have access to continual
innovation.” What Corbion wants is a future healthcare
system that is universally accessible and affordable.

One of the recent reports from the US was of Democratic
Senator Joe Manchin stubbornly opposing Biden’s
multibillion-dollar plan “Build Back Better”. Manchin,
who represents the coal-producing state of West Virginia,
hopes to slow the pace at which the coal industry is
phased out, and is concerned about rising inflation.
This came as a disappointment for companies in the
infrastructure sector, and particularly those operating in
the market for alternative energy sources such as wind
and solar, geothermal and hydrogen.
Closer to home, biotech group Corbion (one of our
investments), also had exciting news. Corbion produces
polymers based on lactic acid for use in medical
applications, for example dissolvable sutures, implants and
injectable applications that release medicines. Everything
that Corbion does derives from fermentation, a centuriesold process that is used for a variety of purposes, including
producing foodstuffs such as beer, yoghurt and sauerkraut.
Corbion uses fermentation to produce not only bioplastics
and food additives, but also raw materials for healthcare
applications. “The key premise for us is that we want to
make people’s lives better,” Corbion’s Director of Business
Development Biomaterials, Julien Bérard, told Change Inc.
on 21 December.

New tax rules

If your tax assessments for 2017 to 2020 have not been
finalised, you might also be entitled to this compensation
if your objection is lodged in time. It is unclear at present
how the compensation will be given shape, and the tax
authorities will likely receive numerous objections. It is
also unclear what new calculation method will be used.
Initially the government planned to introduce a new form
of notional capital gains tax in 2025; however, this will
now probably be brought forward.

A new Dutch coalition agreement was presented as
2021 drew to a close. The agreement contains various
important tax measures. The government’s tax plan for
2022 was also passed in the final week of the year. Our
colleague René Dioncre, who last year achieved his
Financial Planner Certificate, discusses some of the most
interesting changes.
Will the homebuyer’s gift exemption remain in place,
and if so for how long?
Perhaps the homebuyer’s gift exemption (jubelton) has
caused house prices to rise excessively, or maybe the
government was missing out on too much revenue: it
is not entirely clear why, but the generous tax-free gift
exemption is being abolished only eight years after it was
introduced.

Entering 2022
Many of the available tax exemptions and allowances
are based on the calendar year. With a new year just
beginning, it can be a good idea to make gifts, payments
and repayments now rather than putting them off until
the end of the year as usual.
Subsidies
The subsidies for insulation and heat pumps are going
up in 2022. Compensation in the range of 6-30 euros
per m2 is available for insulating the exterior walls,
cavity walls, roof, floors and crawl space of your home.
Further subsidies can be claimed for glass. If your home
insulation needs updating, the government hopes that
this will give you the final nudge.

The exemption of €105,302 (2021) or €106,671 (2022)
for gifts used by homebuyers will be abolished in 2024.
The exemption will remain in place for 2022 and 2023,
though only for recipients who have not yet turned 40.
It is currently uncertain whether it will still be possible to
spread the payment over three years in 2023.
Latest developments concerning notional capital
gains tax
On Christmas Eve, people with significant savings received
a present: the Dutch Supreme Court announced that the
method introduced in 2017 for calculating the notional
returns was incompatible with the European Convention
on Human Rights, and was not allowed for the years 2017
and 2018. In its judgment, the Supreme Court offered
compensation by ruling that taxpayers should only be
charged income tax on the actual returns on their assets.
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New tax rules for homeowners
Three changes have been introduced for the rules
determining how much of your mortgage interest is
tax-deductible. The changes are intended to create
a fairer interest deduction facility for partners with a
homeownership reserve who are entering into a new
relationship. As explained previously, the rules for interest
deduction have become so complicated that it is best to
consult a tax expert.
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Changes for foundations
Companies that are liable to pay corporate income tax
can no longer claim refunds of the input tax that has been
withheld, for example dividend withholding tax. Instead,
that input tax may now only be claimed back (in other
years) from the company’s corporate income tax liability.
For foundations that do not pay corporate income tax, this
change will not have any immediate implications: they may
continue to claim refunds for dividend withholding tax.

Client Council: a sounding board
and a source of inspiration

The Client Council also discusses strategic choices, such as
our sustainability policy, and ethical issues. “Is it important
where a new client gained their wealth? Say someone built
their wealth at the expense of the environment or other
people. Would a person like that be welcome as a client of
Fair Capital Partners?”

We owe our existence to our clients, who make it
possible for us to carry out our mission. They inspire us
and keep us on our toes. We are eager to know what
our clients’ priorities are, to provide them with the
best possible service for their needs. We also want our
clients to be involved in how we operate. With these
goals in mind, in 2019 we formed a Client Council.
Three of the members reflect on their role.

From practical matters to background information
Practical matters are also important to the Client Council.
“Time is precious for us all. Whenever we receive a
report, we want it to be easy to understand. We want to
see at a glance what financial and social returns we have
accrued.” Just about every aspect of the services of Fair
Capital Partners comes up sooner or later. “The important
thing is that Fair Capital Partners should do what it does
best: manage our assets and invest them in companies
with a mission. Still, we are very much interested in the
backgrounds. So we need information about trends and
developments in sustainability – information sessions
to highlight particular topics, for example. It would be a
great idea to organise this in partnership with sustainable
companies that could handle the arrangements for Fair
Capital Partners.” FCP’s Client Council serves the interests
of all our clients. Please send any questions, suggestions
or comments to klantenraad@faircapitalpartners.nl.

FCP’s Client Council essentially consists of six engaged
clients, who meet twice annually – though recently of
course those meetings have been virtual. “The Client
Council serves as a sounding board for the Fair Capital
Partners team. We discuss the investment policy, whether
the reports are clear and the general standard of service.
We also give our input on the course that Fair Capital
Partners has taken, and on how the assets that Fair Capital
Partners invests can help towards the general interests of
society.”
“We know that we have outsourced our money to experts,
and we are confident that they make the right decisions.
This allows us to look at the situation from a broader
perspective.”
Strategic choices
Meetings of the Client Council cover a wide array of
topics. “We give our input at various levels in the decisionmaking process, for example what role Fair Capital
Partners plays in driving change in the financial sector.
We believe that most clients want their assets to grow
without compromising on their principles. The focus of
the economy is growth, but how does that relate to our
wellbeing? What concessions are we willing to make?”
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Jasper Snoek, Fair
Capital Impact Fund:
“Sustainable companies
are riding the wave”
Jasper Snoek and Daan Lameris
spent more than twelve years as
colleagues at DOEN Participaties.
“During that time the number of
companies wanting to change the
world increased exponentially,”
Jasper says. “This led to a surge in
the demand for seed capital. Plenty
of wealthy people were eager to
support these entrepreneurs, but it
was difficult to match them. So at Fair
Capital Partners, Daan and I decided
to bridge that gap, with the Fair
Capital Impact Fund.”

“The Fair Capital Impact Fund matches
entrepreneurs to investors. Clients
of Fair Capital Partners with at least
250,000 euros can come on board at
any time. By joining, you take a prorated
stake in all new investments, which
helps you to spread your risks and build
a diversified portfolio. The fund only
exits an investment when the company

itself is ready, and if the exit yields a
decent return for the investors. We
are patient: sometimes it takes as long
as ten years to reach that point. The
proceeds from the sale are immediately
paid out to all the investors. This
approach makes us unique: most funds
establish predetermined moments
for joining and exiting. Another factor
that sets us apart from other funds is
our transparency: we are very clear
about what fees we charge, and we
do not have a bonus structure, since
bonuses always create perverse
incentives and we feel that they would
be incompatible with our goal of
transitioning towards a sustainable
society.”

consumers and other companies to
improve their sustainability.”

Network
“The greatest challenge is finding the
right investments. Our network is our
most important resource to help with
this, and it brings people in, either
directly or indirectly. We also keep
an eye on contests, for example the
ASN Bank World Prize: the competing
businesses are in the earliest stages of
their development, like Seepje was in
2014. We watch how those companies
develop. The time is right for this:
sustainability is developing at a lightning
pace, and any company that makes a
good product can ride the wave.”

Three themes
“The fund’s focus is on three key
themes: climate change, of course,
but also fair trade food and the
circular economy. De Clique is an
example that illustrates that third
theme: this company collects residual
waste from companies, such as fruit
and vegetable waste, food scraps
and coffee grounds, and uses them
for new products such as compost,
or growing oyster mushrooms on
coffee grounds. Originally operating
in Utrecht, De Clique is now scaling
up to the national level. Another
company that we invest in is Seepje,
which uses natural laundry detergents
and cleaning products to inspire both

In te rvi e ws wi th ent repreneu r s

De Clique wants to
achieve natural growth
So many companies throw their
coffee grounds, their trimmings and
their food scraps in the bin, for them
to end up in the incinerator. What a
waste, thought Anja Cheriakova, so
she set up De Clique to change this
habit.
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quite hard. We are a B2B operation,
and we are falling short of our revenue
targets. Many of the companies that
we work with are closed, for example
food & beverage establishments, and
that impacts us too. We have not taken
this sitting still, though: we are tapping
into new markets, such as shopping
centres and care homes. We are
also tendering for a major contract.
Considered from that angle, business
is actually surprisingly good.”

De Clique helps companies to separate
their waste, including in the food &
beverage, catering and supermarket
sectors. The company collects the
residual waste and identifies a
new use for each type. Those uses
include composting, making oil from
orange peel to add a fresh smell
to cleaning products, and growing
oyster mushrooms in coffee grounds
to reduce the volume imported into
the Netherlands from other countries.
Despite the unremitting difficulties
caused by the pandemic, De Clique is
doing good business.
Tapping into new markets
“Looking at business purely from a
financial perspective, what is most
noticeable is that the pandemic hit us

In pursuit of the mission
“About eighteen months ago we
reached out to Fair Capital Partners
Impact Investing. My business partner
Bas van Abel knew Fair Capital
Partners’ Jasper Snoek and Daan
Lameris from when they were still
working for DOEN Participaties. He
thought it would be a good idea
to present our plan to them. They
were excited and started to share
ideas, helping us to match what we
wanted to what other, more traditional
investors wanted. And so we were
able to give real shape to the concept.
That wasn’t easy: we use the new
steward ownership model, in which
all decisions are made in pursuit of
the mission, rather than shareholders’
profits. We raised the capital we
needed a year ago.”
Growing like a fungus
“We started in Utrecht, and now we

are expanding our operations to other
towns and cities, for example Rotterdam,
where we have a very passionate team.
We are working on a pilot in Den Bosch
as well. We want to scale up at the local
level: every town and city will have its
own De Clique team that operates
independently and looks for business
opportunities. What we do is provide
the blueprint and guide the owners. We
see this as a two-way relationship: it is
not a franchise to us, but what we call the
fungchise method. Just like fungi grow
organically and form a network, that is
what we want too.”

In 2014, Jasper and co-founder
Melvin Loggies thought of a plan
to import shells of the soapnut tree,
sapindus mukorossi, from Nepal to
the Netherlands. They invested their
student funding: a total of 4,600
euros. They had discovered that
soapnut shells offer a natural and
environmentally friendly way of doing
the laundry. Seven years on, Seepje
has a workforce of sixteen. Besides
the shells, the company sells twenty
other products that are available in
supermarkets, webstores and chemist’s
shops. Seepje’s ambition is to keep
washing until the world becomes a
cleaner and more beautiful place.

Seepje, the most
inspiring and impactful
brand in the cleaning
aisle
Seepje’s products, packed simply but
colourfully, immediately catch the
eye in the supermarket. Seepje offers
a wide range of laundry detergents,
cleaning products and hand soaps. In
the ‘laundry room’ in The Hague – the
company’s nickname for its offices –
Jasper Gabriëlse explains how Seepje
became Europe’s first fair trade brand
for laundry and cleaning products:
the ambition was not to become the
biggest, but the most inspiring and
impactful brand in the laundry and
cleaning aisle.

Adding value in Nepal
“In 2014, we recorded 125,000
euros in revenue from the shells.
We launched Seepje Liquid in 2015,
and in 2017 we went on sale in the
Albert Heijn supermarkets. Then we
started using packing materials from
recycled bottles. That was when we
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really started to grow. This year our
sales are 2.5 million units, including
in Germany and Belgium, where we
are expanding our operations further.
When we started, we imported the
shells from Nepal and processed them
here in the Netherlands. Now the shells
are processed in a factory in Nepal, to
make a powder that forms the basis for
our products. This has really cut back
the emissions during transport, and it
also adds value in Nepal. We are the
only brand of cleaning products with
membership of the World Fair Trade
Organization. In the Netherlands we
add value through our partnerships
with sheltered workshops. The people
who work there take just as much pride
in our rapid growth as we do ourselves,
which shows that our value cannot be
expressed in money alone.”
A plastic bag every time you do the
laundry
“People love our story. It comes as
a shock to hear that using a regular
detergent consumes the same amount
of petroleum every time you do the
laundry as it takes to produce a plastic
bag. Seepje contains 99.8% natural
ingredients. The remaining 0.2%
consists of non-natural ingredients
that we are required to use by law, or
because the ingredients otherwise
do not combine. Our hand soaps and
washing-up liquids are already 100%
natural, and our all-purpose cleaners

will be too shortly. We are far ahead
of anyone else: Unilever has targeted
2030 for achieving the same. We
are also working on ways to use less
water, for example by introducing a
washing-up block to replace washingup liquid. We hope that this approach
will inspire other companies to follow
our example.”
Investing for the long term
“Every year we are bigger and bigger
and having more and more impact. We
cannot do it all by ourselves, however.
We have had a great relationship with
DOEN Participaties for a long time,
and now we have the same with Fair
Capital Partners. That is wonderful:
both these investors really focus on
the long term. This means that we do
not have investors knocking on our
door demanding short-term returns,
and we can make decisions with the
long term in mind. What we want is
not necessarily to be the biggest or
most profitable brand of laundry and
cleaning products, but rather the most
inspiring and impactful. Fortunately, in
our case having an impact goes very
well with generating great financial
results.”

3DTI unleashes a
sustainable revolution
in production and
packaging

Setting up a production line and
packing the products that roll off it
takes up huge amounts of material
and time. This is one of the reasons
why ‘stuff’ greatly increases our
ecological footprint. 3DTI – short
for 3D Thermoform Injection – could
revolutionise our approach to
production and packaging.

uses a combination of 3D printing
and thermoforming, and can handle a
staggering range of different products.”
A complete production line
“Say a sports brand wants to
manufacture a new sneaker model,”
Carrie continues. “It would need to set
up an entire production line in one
of its factories. The moulds for the
soles alone are incredibly expensive,
and separate ones are needed for
both left and right, in every single
size. This requires a huge investment
up front, which can only be earned
back by manufacturing and selling
the shoes in very large quantities.
This is what leads to mass production.
Because our machine replaces the
entire production line in the factory,
our production method is faster and
cheaper.”

CEO Carrie Howe of What the Future
– the company behind the 3DTI
technology – talks about the company
in the renewed Van Gendthallen
complex in East Amsterdam, where
entrepreneurship, technology and
art come together to solve society’s
problems. “3DTI was founded by Eduard
Zanen, a visionary and successful
entrepreneur from the Netherlands, and
Janne Kyttanen, a creative inventor from
Finland. They came together with their
ideas about improving sustainability
in production chains. Based on that
idea, they developed the concept for a
machine that can combine production
and packing lines in a single factory,
in a single process even, while also
being more sustainable. The machine

3D printed children’s shoes
“We have already experimented
extensively with different footwear
products, and last year we created our
first real product: a circular children’s
shoe that we call Luupers. We 3D print
the mould for the shoe using recycled
plastic. The shoe soles are printed in the
required size. We then use heat
and pressure to fix the
upper part of the shoe
to the sole. Not only is
this cheap, but the mould
is also very easy to adjust.”
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Fast and local production
“Our production is very fast and can be
handled locally, on whatever scale you
want and in any kind of factory, whether
for prototypes or a full production
run. Our prices are competitive too.
On top of this, the machine is energyefficient, and wherever possible we
use sustainable raw materials. Another
great thing about our children’s shoes
is that we take them back once the
child outgrows them, to take them
apart completely and make a new pair.
This way, the raw materials continue to
circulate and nothing is lost.”
The end of mass production
“This approach means that 3DTI can
yield huge environmental gains and cost
savings. It also makes it more efficient to
produce smaller volumes. This will help
reduce mass production. Across the
whole process, 3DTI’s footprint is half
that of regular production processes.
“The idea of 3DTI is for large factories to
start using our technology. That is why
we are working with DOEN Participaties
and Fair Capital Partners. This way,
we hope to unleash a revolution in
how products are manufactured and
packed.”

News
Two new colleagues joined our team in Q4 of 2021.
Jan Petersen joined us in October 2021, as Asset
Manager Assistant. Fair Capital Partners can draw on
his experience and expertise from 25 years as a system
administrator/assistant controller. His focus will be
on improving information, providing administrative
support for our asset managers and developing useful
tools that will further optimise their services for our
clients.
Asceline Groot also joined us in October, as a member
of our marketing and communications team. Asceline
was with ASN Bank for a long time and is one of the
partners in the hetkanWEL platform. She will continue
writing her monthly columns in 2022.
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